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SUMMARY 

A concept for increased pilot involvement in a future National Airspace 
System was evolved during the "FAA New Initiatives in Engineering and Develop
ment Users Conference." This concept was used to develop pilot and controller 
tasks and responsibilities and ways in which they might interact. 

The technical feasibility of the system is indicated by the sophisticated 
level of presently manufactured digital computers and display avionics and the 
application of that technology under design by the major airframe manufacturers. 
Data collected during simulations and flights with the Terminal Conf1gured Vehi
cle Program B-737 a1rplane are shown to have direct applicat10n to the new sys
tem concept. The adoption of the operational changes envisioned offers some 
potentially significant advantages to the user. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Terminal Configured Vehicle (TCV) Program was conceived to address the 
a1rborne system problems of operation in the crowded terminal area airspace and 
the integration of airborne avionics systems necessary to improve the efficiency 
of those operations. The program Objectives were first presented 1n reference 1 
and are summarized in tabular form in reference 2. 

The experimental airborne systems necessary to do the research were f1rst 
described in reference 3 and are illustrated in figure 1, which shows the air
plane interior and locations of the computer systems, data systems, and the 
electronic aft flight deck (AFD). The complex of research facilities necessar
ily includes an extensive array of capabilities in add1tion to the airplane. 
Figure 2 1llustrates some of these capabilities. A sophisticated model of a 
terminal area including controller algorithms is resident in one of the Control 
Data CYBER 175 series computer systems at Langley Research Center. Data links 
have also been used to make available to Langley the FAA's l1ve traff1c models 
at the National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC). An airplane 
simulator which includes a duplicate of the TCV B-737 airplane's AFD, or the 
airplane itself, can be flown in the model terminal area under a variety of 
conditions. Data links to the NASA Wallops Flight Center and to the airplane 
enable flights to be conducted in controlled realistic experiments. 

In May 1978, the FAA init1ated a series of discussions by five user
oriented groups to obtain a cr1tique of 1tS Engineer1ng and Development 
Programs. A subgroup was formed under the leadership of William B. Cotton, 
Chairman, Air Line pilots Association, ATC committee, to examine increased 
aircrew participation in the traffic control process. A system operat1on 
was hypothesized and described for research evaluation by this subgroup and 
1S d1scussed further in this paper. Much of what was derived by that subgroup 
lies within the scope of the TCV objectives and continuing research program. 
The concepts for functional and respons1bility changes derived by the subgroup 



are discussed within the context of the research and data collect10n already 
accomplished. A description of the technology available (or nearly so) that 
might be of use in implementing some of the promising concepts is also 
mentioned. 

The system operating elements from p110t to controller are listed as 
follows: 

pilot -
Airplane - controls, displays, computers 
Data links - radar, radio, digital, procedures 
Terminal area - Navaids, airports 

Controller -
Air traffic - controls, displays, computers 

It 1S essential to recognize that the pilot and controller are the two key 
"components" and to provide the necessary facilities to enable them to operate 
efficiently. It is also important to recognize that a change in any element of 
the system will force change in virtually all the other system elements. If 
the whole system is to be made more efficient, it is necessary to conduct 
experiments in as nearly a complete environment as possible. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Values are g1ven in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements 
and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units. 

AIC 

ACARS 

AERA 

AFD 

ARINC 

ARTS 

ATC 

BCAS 

Cat II 

Cat III 

2 

aircraft 

ARINC communications addressing and reporting system 

automatic en route ATC data processing and traffic clearing system 

aft flight deck 

Aeronautical Radio Incorporated 

automatic radar terminal system 

a1r traffic control 

beacon collision avoidance system 

Category IIi decision height less than 61.0 m (200 ft) but not less 
than 30.5 m (100 ft), runway visual range less than 732 m (2400 ft) 
but not less than 366 m (1200 ft) 

Category IIIi decision height less than 30.5 m (100 ft), runway 
v1sual range less than 366 m (1200 ft) 



COTI cockpit display of traffic information 

cathode ray tube 

DABS discrete address beacon system 

D~ distance measuring equipment 

EADI electronic attitude director indicator (vertical situation display) 

EHSI electronic horizontal situation indicator (map display) 

FAA Federal Aviation Administration 

I~ instrument landing system 

IMC instrument meteorological conditions 

INS 1nert1al navigation system 

IVSI instantaneous vertical speed indicator 

microwave landing system 

NAFEC Nat10nal Aviation Facilities Experimental Center 

NASA Nat10nal Aeronaut1cs and Space Administration 

Navaids electron1c ground nav1gat1on aids 

NCDU navigation control and display unit 

RNAV area navigation 

T~ terminal configured vehicle 

TRSB time reference scanning beam 

~C visual meteorological conditions 

4-D time controlled (four-dimensional) area navigation 

NEW TECHNOLOGY 

The fl1ght crew's V1ew of the facilities available for research in the TCV 
Program is shown in figure 3. This system is duplicated both in a ground simu
lat10n and in the test airplane. Both pilots are similarly equipped with elec
tronic vertical and horizontal situation displays (EADI and EHSI). Navigation 
data displays with a keyboard, the navigat10n control and display unit (NCOU), 
are available to each pilot for communication w1th the navigation computer sys
tem. Also apparent are the panel-mounted controllers, which are split to allow 
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full view of the flight displays. The p1lots have display mode panels to call 
stored airport or other information from computer memory to be put on the map. 
They can similarly reject or erase informat10n depend1ng on its 1mportance dur-
1ng each phase of the flight. 

Figure 4 shows one of the EHSI formats under study. The airplane POS1-
tion is at the apex of the isosceles triangle. A three-segment prediction 
of the airplane's future positions in 30, 60, and 90 sec emanates from the 
present posit1on triangle. The desired (programmed) path and way points are 
also illustrated, and the present track angle is shown at the top of the dis
play. Map scale, the descript10n of the sensors then being used to solve the 
nav1gat10n problem (INS, MLS, DME-DME, etc.), ground speed, and current winds 
are indicated in the lower corners of the display. Also shown are examples 
of adjacent a1rplane traffic 1nformation which might be prov1ded to the pilot. 

A recent EADI format is shown in figure 5. Information may include atti
tude, present and des1red flight-path-angle acceleration, present and commanded 
flight-path angle, a true perspective drawing of the runway with an extended 
centerl1ne, gl1de-slope and localizer deviation scales, and radar altitude. 

F1gure 6 shows an aspect of an engine systems monitor wh1ch is currently 
under development by the McDonnell Douglas Corporation. The photograph was 
taken 1n the Douglas s1mulator. Addit10nal formats 1ncluding checklists and 
emergenc1es are being programmed. The TCV facil1ties do not now 1nclude th1s 
type of d1splay. Eng1ne performance quantit1es are in an easy-to-understand 
format, and checklists related directly to the engines, normal crU1se opera
tional 1nformation, and an emergency cond1t1on are also ava1lable. These 
displays can further contribute to the crew ability to engage in newer, more 
effic1ent operations. 

It is important to realize that the d1splay formats, symbols, scal1ng, 
1nformat1on content, functions, and d1stribut1on of information between the 
displays are continually undergoing change in the research program. Although 
these part1cular displays have been effective, they are not cons1dered to be 
opt1mized. Addit10nal p1eces of functional 1nformat1on, such as pictor1al or 
alphanumeric ground-communicated data, can be stud1ed in this computer-driven 
display complex. 

Another facet of research flight deck operat10ns 1S the control mode 
panel located in the center of the glare sh1eld. In this system either pilot 
can operate the airplane through either of two computer-augmented manual con
trol modes or f1ve automatic modes. These control modes are used at various 
times in the research program. They are not all needed for all operations. 

The basic philosophy that has evolved from these studies is that continu
ing 1nvolvement of the p1lot in the control process 1S certainly desirable and 
poss1bly necessary. P1lots can make smooth, satisfactory changes to the system 
if they are controlling and 1f they are involved and fully understand the s1tua
tion. When the automat1c system is operating, it is much more difficult to 
enter the system and to consistently make necessary corrections. In program 
stud1es, p1lots select the level of automatic mode operat10n (if the exper1-
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rnenter allows) and most frequently choose a veloc1ty vector (ground referenced) 
control wheel steering mode. 

The development of appl1cable new technology has been aston1sh1ng 1n the 
10 years since the TCV facilities were designed and built. It is estimated 
that over 30 000 area nav1gat10n (RNAV) units have found their way into the 
air. Most are in "general aviation" airplanes but more than one-third of the 
commercial trunk-11ne airplanes are also equipped. All are used 1n today's a1r
space system. In many cases local arrangements with the ground processes allow 
part1cularly effic1ent operations. MaJor aV10n1CS manufacturers offer computer
driven color CRT d1splays wh1ch 1nclude the capab111ty for checklists, maps, and 
weather cells display. All the major trunk-line a1rplane airframe manufacturers 
are developing some level of computer-driven CRT display capab1lity. 

The FAA has developed an MLS technique which has been demonstrated to, and 
accepted by, the world community. Fl1ght tests have also been conducted on a 
number of beacon collision avoidance system (BCAS) designs with varying levels 
of success, and further developments are underway. The discrete address beacon 
system (DABS) study un1ts are part1ally in place and tests on its capab1lity 
are already be1ng conducted. The MITRE Corporat10n is invest1gat1ng AERA, an 
automatic en route ATC data processing and traffic clearance system. 

In summary, a very high level of development is exhib1ted by all the poten
tially useful techn1cal elements that might be required to bring new advances 
to an airspace system. Further, the technical elegance 1S accompanied by more 
reliable systems which may provide real economic advantages. 

Applications 

Figure 7 dep1cts a terminal area and illustrates 1tS maJor problem areas. 
Also indicated are some of the system criteria that may have to be met to 
encourage the continued growth of aV1ation. 

The urban areas and the suburban res1dential communities wh1ch create the 
demand and which airports serve also house the citizens who feel threatened and 
who are affected by a1rcraft noise. As traffic grows to meet demands, so too 
does the cumulat1ve noise 1ncrease. One way to approach this problem 1S by 
operationally control11ng the airplanes by steep approaches keep1ng the air
plane high above the populat10n near the a1rport and by curved approaches wh1ch 
keep the a1rplane over low populat10n density areas. These techniques are used 
1n some measure today, but satisfactory extension of these princ1ples to accom
modate 1ncreased traffic and 1nstrument conditions is not possible in the pres
ent a1rspace system w1th present equ1pment. 

The TCV research program has developed p110t displays and control modes 
using the FAA-developed microwave land1ng system (MLS) to accomplish Just such 
obJectives. Figure 8 shows two approaches to a downtown airport (Dorval) in 
Montreal, Canada. The two paths were successfully and repeatedly flown. South 
of the river is the Caughnawaga Indian Reservation which was to be str1ctly 
avoided. The paths accomplish the Objectives by bringing the airplane over the 
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river, or alternatively far inland, then along a rallroad-lndustrial area to the 
runway approach. The departure path was slmllarly constrained. Descent angles 
were over 40 on one of these profiles. Research fllghts have been flown at up 
to 50. 

If delays and related fuel consumption are to be minimlzed, traffic entry 
into the terminal area must be predictable, hence scheduled. Another aspect 
of capacity and efficiency is related to the number of simultaneously usable 
runways, which ln turn makes runway spacing important. Close parallel runways 
may be the only alternatlve for those airports which are not now heavlly taxed 
but may become so as demand increases. It seems unlikely that addltional air
ports can be built or even that significant airport real estate expansion can 
be expected. 

Capacity and efficiency are also affected by the spaclng and speed of the 
airplanes in the approach. That ln turn relates to the need to get the alrplane 
off the runway quickly after landing, which then requires precision touchdown 
points with mlnimlzed dlspersion. 

Results 

The ability to repeatedly fly the paths illustrated in figure 8 with the 
aid of the MLS represents a milestone 1n alrplane operat1onal capab1lity. Flg
ure 9 shows something of the variety and locations of paths that have been 
flown. Note the normal ILS approach included for comparison. 

The fllghts into Dorval Alrport in Montreal and John F. Kennedy Interna
tional Airport in New York brought out an lnteresting operational requirement 
as well as provldlng statistlcal performance data. Preliminary plans for 
frequent operations required close coordinatlon wlth tower personnel at both 
locatlons. Ground personnel flew in the alrplane and observed ltS performance 
during preliminary test flights. Once they became familiar with the demon
strated capabillties, the operations were conducted wlth virtually only two 
communications. "Cleared to Canarsie, 2300 ft. Depart runway heading, left 
turn on course," and - "Report Canarsie inbound, cleared to land, runway 13 
left." Occasionally - "Possible holding pattern at Gaona for spaclng." 

Table I shows some of the statlst1cs obtained from the data from many of 
these fllghts. Fllght data include manual operatlon ln simulated instrument 
condltions and automatic performance data, both including some severe wind 
enVlronments (quarterlng tail winds of 15 to 20 knots). 

The data also represent various sets of control laws and gains at various 
stages in the studies as well as displayed lnformation and formats that have 
led to improved performance during the research process. For example, the land
ing dispersion data in table I 1ndlcate some prelim1nary results from flight 
tests uSlng a new flare law being examined ln the research program. 

Approach and landing data durlng manual flights are illustrated ln fig
ure 10 (from ref. 4). The paths for the 3 n. mi. final show two sign1flcant 
features. One 1S that the approach data are 1n1tiated from a 0.1 n. mi. offset 
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at the beg1nning of the 3 n. m1. f1nal. This offset was 1ncluded 1n the exper
iment des1gn (reported in ref. 4) to make the landing task d1fficult enough so 
that the ab1lity of the pilots to fly the system would be challenged. Another 
significant factor 1S the smoothness of the tracks during the last 2 km and 
the low d1spers10ns. Figure 11 (from ref. 4) shows localizer and glide-slope 
errors at a nominal 30.5-m (100-ft) altitude point on the approach. The box 
outline is the FAA standard for flight director performance on Cat II ILS 
approaches which are normally conducted from a 10 n. m1. f1nal. Note how well 
the data from flights with situation display (no flight d1rector) supported by 
control wheel steering fit w1thin the box. Approach tracks for a 1.5 n. mi. 
final showed considerable variab1lity (within 91.5 m (300 ft) lateral error) in 
the tracks at the straight f1nal 1ntercept. However, the performance data at 
the 30.5-m (100-ft) altitude point were excellent. The p110ts reported that the 
turns onto final were eas1ly accompl1shed and the overshoots and undershoots 
were of little concern in that they had knowledge and complete control of the 
situation at all t1mes. 

Reference 5 d1scusses some results obtained with automatic operation using 
a 4-D RNAV mode. Briefly, the final result statist1cs are that position accu
racy can be maintained throughout a fl1ght of within 0.1 n. m1., one sigma; and 
pos1t10n w1th respect to t1me can be maintained w1thin 2.1 sec, one sigma. 

F1gure 12(a) (from ref. 5) shows a fl1ght profile and a manual control 
problem in 4-D RNAV. Note the wind vector. After the fl1ght had reached LVL 
and waS proceed1ng to RMT under automat1c control the pilot was told he was to 
arrive at RMT 6 min later than planned. The p110t went to manual control, ini
tiated a turn, and then introduced the new t1me 1nto the NCDU. Figure 12(b) 
(from ref. 5) shows the situation as it developed. The rectangular box is a 
time box shown on the EHSI. If the p110t is to fly a programmed t1me profile, 
he keeps his airplane in the "time" box. From the situation in figure 12(a), 
he saw the box behind and w1thout any great amount of mental calculation, he 
slffiply made his turn to intercept the moving target. He was able to manually 
recapture the new time with an accuracy of 1.5 sec. 

Cockp1t display of traffic informat10n (CDTI) has been stud1ed for 
many years. The most comprehensive investigations were carried out at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 1970 to 1975 and are summarized 1n 
reference 6. Further stud1es have been conducted at the NASA Ames Research 
Center (e.g., ref. 7). The NASA TCV Program has also been active and has 
helped sponsor the in1tial portions of a Boeing Airplane Company study (ref. 8) 
and has done simulat10n and flight research. F1gure 4 shows the fl1ght pro
files of other airplanes 1nvolved in a test. The p110t was required to f1t 
into a sequence at the entry into the stra1ght final and not to violate a 
3 n. mi. separation from the airplane he was following. He flew the test with 
traffic proceeding normally and w1th traffic reach1ng the1r ant1c1pated way 
po1nts earl1er and later than expected. The pilot had to estimate the actual 
spacing, hold speed, or increase or decrease speed as necessary. No range 
measurement marks or scales were provided. The data (mean errors less than 
0.3 n. mi., ±0.1 n. mi., one sigma) indicate that the task could be accom
pl1shed and that the pilot could do 1t better and more comfortably w1th the 
advanced control wheel steering modes. 
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SIGNIFICANT FACTORS AFFECTING OPERATIONS IN THE NATIONAL AIRSPACE 

Capac1ty and Delay 

The factors capacity and delay are 1nterdependent and one cannot be 
addressed without considerat1on of the other. Figure 13 (taken from ref. 2) is 
a compos1te of the t1me intervals combined to construct a C1ty pair flight as 
scheduled prior to deregulation demand. The times shown are from the published 
schedules. They include (as indicated by the hatching) a number of categor1es 
of delay. The t1me allotted to each 1S an average of times that have actually 
been experienced in each category. If the airplane leaves and arrives at the 
scheduled times, the passenger is unaware of any of these delays. Note that 
the t1me, and indirectly the fuel, required to fly from Newport News, Virg1n1d, 
to Washington Nat10nal Airport 1S now 42 percent greater flY1ng a B-727 under 
instrument flight rules than it was in 1965 flY1ng a Lockheed Electra under 
v1sual rules. These 1ncreases occurred in spite of the 1ncrease 1n normal 
crU1se speed and are largely a result of increased traffic 1n the current ATC 
system. A fl1ght from Newport News, Virgin1a, to Atlanta, Georg1a, is particu
larly interesting because 1t takes place on a B-727, the most cornmon a1rplane 
in the trunk system today, and over a route of 468 n. m1. This average trip 
has the connotation of being the most cornmon flight of the most cornmon a1rplane 
and is indicative of the fleet's fuel usage and the percent of fuel used in 
delays. 

Delays become exponent1ally longer, the closer a terminal approaches its 
capac1ty. If traffic flow rates are to be 1ncreased and/or delays reduced, 
capacity must be increased. Studies 1nd1cate that, barring adding more a1r
ports and/or runways, reduced spacing leads directly to the 1ncrease in capac
ity desired. Figure 14 (from ref. 9) shows what quant1tative improvements are 
possible for a single runway if spacing is reduced. It also shows the very 
significant improvements that can be derived from precision flight. 

Capacity, Delay, and Collis1on Avo1dance 

The cons1derat1on of capac1ty, delay, and collision avo1dance 1n combina
tion leads to a conundrum: Reduced spacing resulting in more densely packed 
a1rspace under the present system tends to 1ncrease the probab1l1ty of m1da1r 
coll1sions or a vortex encounter. Currently, historically, and correctly, off1-
cial policy and National Airspace System des1gn are a1med at reducing the pos
sibility of acc1dents by conservatively separating airplanes w1th large chunks 
of airspace. Future system 1mprovements should be d1rected at both capac1ty 
and safety. However, safety 1S not a diff1cult problem unless traff1c levels 
become measurable port1ons of the capac1ty. 

The present a1rspace design is based on a central processor's (air traffic 
controller) awareness of all traffic. Each traffic element (the p1lot) does not 
and cannot now have a s1milar awareness. Whether by radio or by v1sual study of 
the environment, the pilots are handicapped by a lack of timely data. However, 
the pilot 1S still the airborne system operator; he directs the airplane. The 
controller and the control process 1ntroduce t1me delays 1n the control of the 
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airplane. These lags, of course, are necessary in today's environment. They 
can be reduced somewhat by 

(1) More precise track1ng data 
(2) More predictable airplane behavior 
(3) Projection of airplane intent into the future 
(4) Digital transmission of complex data 

In add1tion to induced time delays wh1ch tend to increase spacing, the 
present system causes pilots to lose precise knowledge of their present posi
tion. Further, the tendency is for the air traffic control system to force all 
airplanes into the same mold; i.e., the same speed regardless of class. This 
can be inefficient for some and dangerous for others. The traffic demand 
coupled with such a slow response feedback system sometimes causes difficult 
operational commands (i.e., descend and slow down). 

The problem is complicated by the fact that the controller and pilot are 
trying to do a very sophisticated task very efficiently. Thus, the level of 
mutual understanding and the clarity of communications must be extraordinarily 
high which raises the potent1al (occasionally realized) for hazardous misinter
pretation. One approach 1S to have more order by having more restrictive sys
tems with less capacity and effic1ency. Noise avoidance procedures exacerbate 
the difficulties of operations in the terminal areas. Not only are some maneu
vers difficult but the approaches and departures are d1fferent in visual and 
instrument conditions. 

AN AIRSPACE SYSTEM MODEL TO UTILIZE NEW AVIONICS TECHNOLOGY 

System Functional Changes 

Many of today's problems may be addressed by the introduction of philosoph
ical changes supported by modern technology. The important change 1n the formal 
ATC structure that might be possible is the efficient utilization of RNAV capa
bility in the terminal. It can be particularly valuable for the controller to 
take advantage of the resulting more predictable airplane performance as well as 
the flexibility inherent in RNAV systems and concepts. For example, flexibility 
can provide for accommodat1ng various combinat10ns of light and heavy airplanes 
in closely spaced operations as 1ndicated in f1gure 15. However, there are 
technology requirements associated with this type of operation, particularly the 
MLS as well as displays and controls for steeper descents. Other technologies 
to reduce vortex strength (i.e., programmed spoiler deflect10ns), 1f developed, 
might obviate the need for this particular procedure. Further, flexible appli
cation of RNAV provides for the abil1ty to merge different classes of airplanes 
from different paths, each commensurate w1th their capability for common runway 
operations or for crossing approaches to different runways if necessary. Air
planes outside the terminal can be cleared to make d1rect penetrations to active 
runways on a predicted t1me-sequenced basis. 

The most complex functional change would be preC1S10n point-to-point RNAV 
to improve predictability for traffic control. Another advantage of RNAV is 
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better flight and configuration planning inasmuch as the pilot will know where 
he is and when to slow, descend, and prepare for landing. 

The RNAV system, when supplemented by appropriate display to the pllot of 
the location of adjacent traffic and collision warning systems, may enable the 
airspace system to benefit substantially from advanced technology. There are 
changes brought about by a variety of causes whose effects are not easily pre
dicted (i.e., wind shifts, pllot error, airplane or ground emergencies, cal
culation errors, etc.) and are outside the ground controller's ability to 
recognize and deal with. These effects must be taken into account if the sys
tem is to operate efficiently. The pilots can provide the necessary vernler 
adjustments and should be equipped with the means to modulate their airplanes' 
progress in an intelligent manner. 

The key to the conduct of significantly more efficient operations appears 
to lie in a redistribution of pilot and controller roles. Such understanding 
must, of course, be supported by the necessary technical elements and capabil
ities to make them viable and there must be the development and clear demon
stration of their beneflts to make them economically ratlonal. 

There are five areas in which this combinatlon of flexible precision 
navigation and traffic display has potential beneflts: 

(1) Time assigned arrivals. Traffic could be assigned times at way points 
(consistent with performance and aircrew acceptance), and traffic merging and 
threshold crossing could be very precisely controlled with minimal modifications 
to airplane path or configuration. Communications may be expected to be sub
stantially reduced, and better flight planning will be possible wlth concomitant 
fuel savings. 

(2) Traffic avoidance. The capability may provlde needed informatlon use
ful in visual meteorological conditions (VMC). Under instrument meteorological 
condltlons (IMC), it may make possible more closely spaced operatlons than are 
now possible. 

(3) In-trail followlng and spacing. It can make possible IMC operation 
rates at airports close to those realized in VMC. Slmple controller commands 
(Le., "Space 3 n. mi.") without vectors or continuing corrections can vary 
spaces in changing conditlons. 

(4) Merglng wlth other traffic. This kind of operation mlght be accom
plished at random locations in the terminal area, or en route, simply by pro
viding the pilots with merge locations, sequence instructions, and traffic 
advisories for identification of other traffic. The most obvious beneflt could 
be the vastly reduced communications because there would be little need for vec
tors. More significant is the ability to adjust merge way points according to 
local traffic flow changes. 

(5) Explicit options. In the event of any major change or emergency, the 
options available can be clearly and quickly identified by means of data link 
and displays wlth mlnimum cognitlve workload and can be more easily resolved. 
It might be expected that few diversions would be required. 
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Redistribution of Roles 

Certainly not all airplanes or ground facilities will be simultaneously 
equipped nor all their personnel trained. The system should then be designed to 
accommodate a mixture of airplanes, personnel, and equipment. Those airplanes 
that are equipped should be able to use their equ1pment benef1cially. 

The pilot (crew) of an equipped airplane might be expected to respond in 
four ways: 

(1) The crew should follow agreed-to paths and way-point crossing times 
with greater precision than they have in the past. Errors on the order of 
seconds rather than minutes and tenths of miles or less will be matters of 
importance. 

(2) The pilot would execute an accepted clearance and not simply respond 
to a vector. He should be fully responsible for, and in control of, navigation, 
terrain avoidance, and the location and avo1dance of other traffic as his clear
ance requires. 

(3) The pilot should monitor other clearances. In today's environment, 
pilots frequently do monitor other traffic. In the case of more encompassing 
clearances, particularly those involving assigned traffic avoidance situations, 
the pilot must understand his clearance and that of certain other traffic. 

(4) Expanded reporting. with the addition of data link and closer spacing 
of airplanes, there is both the opportunity and the need for greater reporting 
of intent and environmental data. Interairplane communications might be rou
tinely used. 

pilots of unequipped airplanes are not expected to see a change. Indeed, 
unequipped airplanes might have more flexibility, over more airspace, because 
of the better behavior of the system as a whole. 

The air traffic controller in the terminal area might be expected to be 
relieved of much of the moment-to-moment vectoring activity, but the controller 
will not disappear, nor should the net workload be significantly reduced. 
Instead they may be expected to perform a larger cognitive role in planning for 
a larger number of airplanes. Specifically, there are five areas of concern for 
the controller: 

(1) Select and assign traffic sequences based on predicted times at way 
points and on spacing requirements. All the data may be computer processed 
and displayed to provide the controller with sufficient processed information 
to make final decisions and assignments. 

(2) Investigate requested flight plans for potential airplane-to-airplane 
separation conflicts and decide on which airplane is to have the right of way 
and to assure no third airplane involvement. 

(3) The controller will acknowledge and approve flight-plan changes much 
as is done now. The difference will be that the changes may be related to 
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random way pOlnts and other trafflc. The digital data link and computer-driven 
CRT technology are expected to make these random way points and anticlpated 
tracks directly available ln a map dlsplay for visual examlnation and discus
Slon by both pilot and controller. 

(4) The pllots of unequipped (or less equlpped) airplanes wlll contlnue 
to have a need for various levels of vector lng, traffic advisories, and weather 
and obstructlon warnlngs. However, the controller can allow conflicts WhlCh 
equlpped airplanes can resolve if necessary. 

(5) The ability to communicate random and complete navlgation information 
may permit the controller to asslst ln the resolution of piloting options and 
contingency planning. 

Changes in the Form of Clearances 

Fllght plan and operation route clearances will now have to lnclude traffic 
advisorles where close approach of two alrplanes is anticipated. Both pllots 
involved should be notified to expect a posslble encounter. Further, one pllot 
will be assigned the full responsibillty to malntain safe separation. The 
other pllot will be asslgned the obligation to maintain hlS fllght plan and both 
pilots wlll be lnformed of what each one's responsiblllty lS. The "Rlght of Way 
Rules" may be used in making the asslgnments, based on predlcted duectlons and 
situatlons at the time of the encounter. 

This technlque, prior assignment of responslbility, offers a number of 
advantages: 

(1) Collision-avoldance decislons and maneuvers are not left to last
moment human Judgment of the relatlve posltlons, speeds, and dlrections of 
other airplanes. 

(2) A pilot wlll know before a conflict develops where the other alrplane 
is and that he is committed to avold It so that the pllot can make very early 
minor maneuvers. 

(3) Airplanes havlng an assigned colllSlon avoidance responslbillty 
can antlclpate the avoidance maneuver and select a dlrection to avold close 
approaches to other traffic. 

(4) An alrplane asslgned to maintain course lS more likely to do so even 
if an "apparent" vlolation of the rules develops. That alrplane's pilot lS 
not llkely to make a maneuver which may confllct with the burdened alrplane's 
avoldance maneuver. Should the pilot become concerned, he knows who to look 
for and can even inltlate radio contact. Radio contact might become procedural. 

A sample trafflc-related clearance for the pilot of a burdened airplane 
mlght be 
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"NE-351 you are cleared direct ABC, climb and maintain FL 180, cross 
ABC at FL 180, give way to AA-15 crossing at 2 o'clock 16 miles prior to ABC 
at 13 000 feet." 

The pilot of the pr1vileged airplane m1ght receive a traffic clearance as 

"AA-15, traffic is NE-351 crossing at 10 o'clock, 16 miles prior to ABC 
at 13 000 feet will give way to you." 

Airplanes that are not equipped should receive clearances in the form and 
with the content that is used today, including traffic advisories. If digital 
data links are used exclusively, these airplanes would have to rely on their own 
clearances and traffic advisories for situation information. The activities 
implied in these clearances are possible and can be accomplished in dynamic, 
demanding approaches with very short finals. Further, tests show that the 
pilot's ability to judge anomalies in the merge s1tuat10n is adequate and the 
accuracies attained are acceptable. 

A final approach clearance might be given as 

"NE-351 you are cleared to land number four from approach path TANGO run
way 07, wind 090 at 15, altimeter 29.35. Follow AA-15 on straight final, path 
GOLF. CESSNA 076 on right approach path QUEBEC will follow you. Your spacing 
behind AA-15 is 2 mil es ." 

This type of information can be followed and can be understood in flight if 
it is presented on appropriate displays (1.e., fig. 4) as well as transmitted by 
normal voice channels. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A concept for air traffic control in a future National Airspace System 
which involves extensive pilot participation in the control process has been 
postulated. pilot tasks and avionics support have also been defined. Investi
gations have been conducted at many levels of simulation and the results of 
those tests have tended to support the control concepts. 

The industry has developed and is commercially producing airborne pictorial 
situation displays whose information content can be reconfigured, which makes 
it technically feasible to apply the equipment to the tasks that have been 
described. All the major airframe manufacturers are developing applications 
in their airplanes for these displays and for flexible digital computers for 
primary flight control. 

All the required technical elements of a traffic control system are avail
able or are under development. These include 

(1) Airborne digital computers 

(2) Airborne CRT and "flat panel" displays 
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(3) Air-air data link (BCAS) 

(4) Air-ground data link (DABS, MLS, ACARS) 

(5) Ground automatic data processing (ARTS III, AERA) 

Flight tests have shown that a variety of curved paths with relatively 
short straight finals can be safely and comfortably flown. These paths can be 
contoured to help reduce community noise impact problems and have the potential 
to increase terminal area air traffic flow rates. They can be flown accurately 
with minimum acquisition overshoots to allow close parallel runway operations 
where that operation is desired. 

Fundamental problems, not yet investigated, deal with the system's opera
tion as a whole. Both the method of system operation and the actual efficien
cies, if any have to be developed and measured in research. 

Langley Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Hampton, VA 23665 
September 26, 1979 
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TABLE 1.- PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR TCV B-737 WITH ILS AND MLS GUIDANCE 

NAFEC 1976 

Approach Vert1cal position Lateral position 
Reference 
altitude, Mean, One sigma, Mean, One sigma, 

Type Number m (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) m m m m 

Cat III ILS 45 61 .0 (200) 58.8 (193 ) ±0.6 (±2 • 1 ) 0.6 ( 2) Right ±2.4 (±7.8) 
(400 , 10 n. mi.) 30.5 (100) 28.3 (93 ) ±1 .1 (±3.7) 0 ( 0) ±2.3 (±7.7) 

MLS, automatic 56 61 .0 (200) 58.8 (193) ±1 .5 (±5) 0.9 (3) Right ±1 .2 (±4) 
(1300, 3 n. m1.) 30.5 (100) 29.0 ( 95) ±1.5 ( ±5) 0.9 ( 3) Left ±1 .2 (±4) 

Overshoot on final ---------- ----------- 9.1 (30) R1ght ±18.3 ( ±60) 

MLS, manual 27 61.0 ( 200) 59.4 (195) ±3.0 (±10) 1.5 (5) Right ±7.9 ( ±26) 
(1300 , 3 n. mi.) 30.5 (100 ) 29.6 (97) ±1 .2 (±4) 0.3 (1) Right ±4.6 (±1 5) 

MLS AUTOLAND DEVELOPMENT 

Year Landings 
Longitud1nal dispers10n, S1nk rate, 

m (ft) m/sec (ft/sec) 

1976 45 ±111 (±365) one sigma -0.8 (-2.5) mean 

1978 32 ±29 (±94) one S1gma -0.7 (-2.2) mean 
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Figure 3.- TCV research flight deck. 
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Figure 5.- Electronic Vertical situation display. 
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